AYF CAMP - Disciplinary Policy

OBJECTIVE:

AYF camp is an integral part of Homenetmen Ararat’s basketball program. This weekend camp is designed to allow an opportunity for kids of same age groups to enjoy an end of summer fun & educational activity. The camp allows each player to meet and greet their Ararat brothers and sisters in a non-competitive and casual camp setting.

Homenetmen Ararat’s basketball division takes particular pride in this educational and fun program. The leadership of the division would like to make sure every kid comes back with a treasured experience from the camp.

Even though the camp is designed to be a relaxed, entertaining, and fun trip; the leadership of the basketball division understands the need for some basic disciplinary rules that will ensure harmony and calm throughout the camp.

Based on this:

• Camp Leaders are permitted to discipline a player for any misbehavior; such as, interfering with the operations of the camp and its leadership, disorderly conducts, and mistreatment of other campers.

• Additionally, G-D committee will examine the severity of the misbehaviors and could assign additional sanctions to the players upon return from the camp. If any punishments or sanctions are assigned to any player, their parents will be asked to attend a face to face meeting with the basketball and camp leaderships.

Dear parents,

Camp leaders have already started their preparation of the camp. Staff will continue their diligent work for the next few weeks to make sure your child will have a great experience during the camp, and life time memories upon return.

We urge you to speak with your child to ensure they understand their roles and responsibilities, and let’s make sure the experience is an enjoyable, and most importantly a positive and impressive one.
I have read, and I agree to the terms and conditions of the trip policies listed in this letter.

PLAYER NAME: ______________________________

Coach <DIVISION >: ______________________________

Example: Armen Armenian
Coach: Arlen <E-Boys>

PARENT SIGNATURE: ______________________________

PARENT NAME PRINTED: ______________________________

Date: August / ________ / 20XX